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Newsletter
Managing Shrink & “Spring” Cleaning
Now that you're planning your Spring/
Summer reset, why not plan on working
on another issue that's just as
important...tackling shrink!
Shrink is best defined as “a loss of
planned retail sales dollars”. There are
many facets of shrink, which is why
many department personnel fail to reign
this monster in.
The first thing that can happen is an
“over order” situation, due to improper
inventory control. According to the
National Supermarket Research Group,
inefficient ordering, accounts for 39% of
produce shrink. Proper time must be
taken to document all inventory, be it
on the sales floor or in your coolers and
back rooms, before you can write a
competent order. Over-ordering causes
the first chance of shrink in everyone’s
department and under-ordering can
cause you to miss potential sales.
Next, shrink can develop due to
decaying product. This can happen by
poor receiving and storage habits. Too
cold, too warm, too wet, under constant
drafts, dropping product, overall rough

handling, are all causes for shrink.
Bananas for instance will suffer shock
damage if dropped on a pallet from 2
feet. When they ripen you will see
blackened bruises on the outside, and
worse yet black damage on the inside of
the fruit. Store your product in an area
that is best suited for its longest
possible shelf life. If you have questions
on temperature and humidity call your
account manager, they are there to
help.
Thirdly on the list would be lack of
proper pricing and verification of your
department retails. If you don't check
to see if last weeks ad items are
changed at the registers, you just lost
more retail dollars. If a “first of the
season” item comes in and you don't
check to see what retail is in your
system, you could be selling it at last
seasons discounted or ad price. Your
department pricing needs to be verified
the first of every week.
Fourth on the shrink hit list, is a clean
department sales floor. Leaving dirt,
onion shucks, corn leaves, tomato
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stems, etc. on displays can attract
insects as well as mold, which can attack
your fresh produce.
A messy looking department can give a
“dirty” perception. Cleaning up onion
skins, stems or damaged/old product is
a start, but think about your
refrigeration too. Your case is an
enclosed piece of equipment, it pulls in
air from the front, draws it down under
your racks, cools it and blows it back
over your produce. If you have rotting
produce, and or standing water in your
case, you are causing your own shrink.
Decaying plant material and stagnant
water give off ethylene gas. This gas
will cause your mushrooms to turn
brown, your leafy vegetables to rot
quickly, your apples, pears, and citrus to
ripen and rot much faster.
Be sure to have regular cleanings
scheduled for your department.
Cleaning up your ordering, cleaning up
the displays and cleaning up the
equipment will all be helpful in cleaning
up your shrink.

Bouquet week of: March 24:

“Sunny and Bright”



#2489 - 8/1 lb. Cali. Strawberries



#3867 - Washington Bartlett Pears



#9935– 10/1# G.H. Strawberries



#31504– 100ct. Bartlett Pear



#1098– 138ct. WA Granny Smith Apples

Bouquet 12ct
Code: #39060

#68705– OR– Acorn Squash

Case Cost: $51.75





#62435– OR– Braeburn Lg. size



#63062– OR– Pink Lady Lg. size



#1524– MI 16/3# onions



#63619– OR– Bartlett Pear



#64998 OR– Green Grapes 10#



#66010– OR– Asparagus 11#





#68146– OR– Mini Sweet Pepper 12/1#

Hummingbird Feeders and Food due back Thursday, March 23, 2019



Easter Cut Floral due back Saturday March 30, 2019



#1431– 16/3# Onion



Marzetti Dressings Spring due back Saturday, April 6, 2019

Unit Cost: $4.31
SRP: $6.99
Margin: 38%

